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New President Selected
Park Forest South, Ill. - The
vice president for academic affairs
for seven years of the 34,0001,000-faculty member
student,
California State University at Long
six-year
largest
Beach, the
regional state university in the
United States, is the new and
second president of Governors
State University.
Goodrnan-Malamuth II. 52,
will succeed the founding president
since 1969, William E. Engbretson,

Governors State University has
come from an obscure experiment

�
Governors

Leo

State

at a time as yet unannounced. Dr.
Engbretson, 49, announced his
resignation in November, 1975, to
become effective no later than Sep

housed in a remote industrial com
plex in the far south suburbs of
Chicago to a swelling active lear
ning center residing in a sump

tuous, super-structure, easily ac
cessible to the city and surroun tapes from that performance are
some of the best to come from the
ding communities.
There are a lot of interesting group.
Recently they returned from a
features about the unversity, but
only a few things that can be con two-concert tour in Brazil. Upon
sidered distinctively "GSU." I leaving, the first impression might
won't get into pointing them out have been "the band was going to
here, lest someone take issue with South America for a good time, a
that and flip out because they felt pleasure trip," some said, with

y

tember, 1976.
The Illinois Board of Governors
of State Colleges and Universities
meeting in Springfield Thursday
<June 17) named Dr. Goodrnan
Malamuth from 130 applicants.
The new president then flew to

left out:

•

Chicago to meet GSU students,
faculty, and staff at a university
reception. At news conferences in
the Chicago Press club and the
university, he was introduced by
his predecessor and Dr. Aida
Shekib, chairperson of the campus
presidential search committee and
chairperson of the university

of the national committee on
professional development of the
American Association of Univer
sity Administrators, and present
member of the chancellor's ad
visory committees on continuing
education and for the California
State University and College Con
sortium. He is associate editor of
of General
"Etc., A Revie
Semantics." He is member of a
professional
of
number
organizations and in related
professional activities.
In community service he is ac
tive with the Chamber of Com
merce, a hospital, and the heart
association, and is a former school
board member. He was an Army
private.
20
Goodman-Malamuth
Dr.
years ago as an assistant professor
joined California State University
in Long Beach, where he was in
the
developing
in
strumental
present speech and hearing clinic.
He progressed through faculty

assembly.
An innovative university with
performance objectives and no
grades, Governors State Univer
sity for only junior, senior. and
students
master's commuter
opened with an enrollment of 700 in
1971 and has reached almost 5,000
since. Current enrollment is 3,508
and 40.3 per cent minority in four
colleges of Business and Public
Service, Cultural Studies, En
vironmental and Applied Sciences,
and Human Learning and Develop
ment.
Dr. Goodrnan-Malamuth is for
mer chairman of the university
academic senate at California
State University, former member

professor

to

ranks

of

com

municative disorders. He sub
sequently was area chairman for
speech pathology-audiology and
chairman of the department of
speech before assuming the vice
presidency of academic affairs.
Before joining California State
he had been instructor of speech
ity ot 'nlifornia
for th< Univ
Far East, which included Philip
pines, Guam, Japan, Korea, and
Okinawa, and the University of
California at Santa Barbara.
Southern
of
At University
California, he received a B.A.
degree in speech, radio-TV; and
M.A. in speech pathology, and a
Ph.D. in speech pathology and
communication.
He was born in Los Angeles and
reared in Redondo Beach, Calif.
He and his wife, the former
Margaret Anna Pegelow, have a
III, 26, who is a student at
son,
California State University in San

Leo

Diego.

SAC Elections Over
For the third, and hopefully.
last time, the Student Advisory
Committe e Annual elections
came ocr without a hitch Wed
nesday,June9.
Growing out of a number of
discrepancies from the last two
clubs and
elections, several
organizations, along with the

Department of Public Safety
representives, were on hand to
oversee the operation. The ballet
boxes were very well sealed, so
much so that acting Director of

Student Services, Doug Davis.
found it somewhat difficult get
ting into the boxes to count the

then
were
separated according to college.
and names were tallied by elec

ballets.

They

tion secretaries Bob Lott, Marcy
Smith. Dave Suddick, and Pat
Cardenas.

"Unfortunately, it was a very
low voter turn out with less than
five hundred studt>nts voting out
of a population of some 4,500
students", said Davis, "But this
ampiP
given
was
election
publicity. and the results are
legal and final," he added.
representatives were
Eight
elected to SSAC.
BPS: Duane Jackson, Park

o

M re than a month or so ago,
the Jazz Ensemble came away
from the Notre Dame Collegiate
Jazz Festival with five of 13 jazz
awards-the fourth year in a row
they have come away from the
festival with the most awards. The

and Joshua
South,
Forest
Olumide, Chicago Heights.

Perhaps what ha:s contributed
significantly to the university's
rapid development apart from its
is the
programs
educational
capacity in which those who have
been involved have gone out and
demonstrated just a glimpse of the
ingenuity that's here. The people
who constitute the GSU Jazz En
semble represent such a group.
Starting in 1971 and basically
still made up of most of its original
members, the group has striven
for and gained a uniqueness all its
own. Sorne are veterans veteran
musicians now, individuals who
have bee n studying and paying
dues a long time and are able to
hold their own. Others are an avant
garde of what's to come. A first
album, " GSUJazz Live!" has been
out a while, and plugged by local
radio stations. WBEE's Laney
Smith said, "They are a fine bunch
of
y o u n g,
creative
musicians...Some of the Chicago
area's finest."

warm Brazilian breezes, sunny
beaches, and palm trees. From the
stiff decorum of the desk set, an air
of envy was whispered. "How can
GSU afford to send a bunch of jerks
half-way around the world-what
is the significance?" The music
program however, knew that GSU
was suffering from its common
malady of "lack of funds" when it
came to something beneficial for
the student. So the group went
about the task of aing funds to send
them. They worked like hell, prac
ticing and playing gigs all over.
politicing and scheming to con
vince the diehards they were able.
Some members of the . ensemble
even kicked in bread from their
own pockets. They got to Sao Paulo
tho', and it was no picnic. Per
forming some thirty concerts over
a period of two weeks, facing
illness and accidents, disap
pointment

and

Last year some of the en
semble's members, the GSU Jazz
Sextet, were one of two jazz bands
selected to participate in the In-

Elections to determine the new
representatives from

Governors State to the BHE and
BOG will begin on Monday, July
19. Nominating petitions may be

picked up in the Office of Univer
sity Relations starting Mcmday,
June 21. These petitions, which
must contain the names of fifty

currently

enrolled

students,

should be turned in to University
Relations no later than noon on
Monday, June 28.

Franklin,
Ralph
HLD:
Chicago, and Vernice Jefferson,
Chicago.
CCS: Vivian Moore. Chicago,
and James Sanders, Park Forest.
EAS: William Garfield, Park
Harper,
Sheila
and
Forest,
Chicago.
The director of student services
the committee
appointed to
from Park
JoAnn Hollowell
Forest and Winn McGrane from
Park Forest South.
Representatives will begin ser
ving June 30, at which time new
officers will be elected.

Balloting will end at noon on the
24th.
During the
year,

Greg

served

as

1975-1976 school
DeBartolo

(BPS)

GSU student represen

Candidates will be announced
in the Tuesday, July 6 Innovator.

tative to the BHE and Lincoln

Elections will run from Monday,
July 19, until Saturday, July 24.

representative to the BOG.

Ashford (HLD)

as

they

were held up. It was because of
those subtle little regulations.
of
after a bit
Nevertheless,
finagling, thanks of Jeff Bushong,
ternational Jazz Festival in Swit the students got their bread. They
zerland. A critic for 'Est Vau dois then went on to give a thank-you
per· concert for Brazil, and it was a
Sextet's
the
describes
formance with the headline "Jazz gas. GSU certainly owes the en
Les! Pros battus paries amateurs" semble a vote of gratitude.
<the pros beaten by the amatuers>. Thanks, guys!

BOG Elections Coming
student

weariness,

returned to GSU amidst the same
disgruntling they had left under.
The work-study students' checks

the student
·

GSU ARCHIVES

See Story, Page 2

First President's Club
PARK
FOREST
SOUTH,
111.-Twenty-six charter mem
bers of the President's Club were
honored May 'Zl by the Governors
State University Foundation.
Dr. William E. Engbretson, the
founding president of Governors
State University. at the first
P r e s i d e nt's
Club
dinner
challenged the charter members
to each recruit 10 more members.

as a tribute and welcome to his
yet
unnamed
successor
as
university president.
He paid tribute to the people of
the university-students, alumni.
faculty and other employees.
community residents.
"You're what we are all

about," President Engbretson
told the charter members in
challenging them to obtain new
members of the President's Club.

President Engbretson. who has
previously
announced
his
resignation after more than
seven years· service by the ef
fective
date
of
September.
received a standing ovation at the
dinner. which was held on the
stage of the university theater.
The GSU Jazz ensemble. just
back from Brazil. performed.

The charter members of the
President's Club are:

Company CR.B. Anthony>
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Dodd
First National Bank of Oak
Lawn c William W. Bracy l
Harris-Hub
Company,
Inc.

Allis-Chalmers CR.H. Sowers>
Dr. and Mrs. Ted F. Andrews
Art
Signs.
Inc.
CKenneth
Marksl
Carney A. Barr

CAllan E. Harris>
Ric bard J. Helsel

Bauer Buick Company c Ed
ward Mathieu l
Bernard
Control
Account

A total of $6,500 has been con
tributed by the charter members.
according to Ronald Stillman,
president of the Foundation, who
presided at the dinner. Mem
bership in the President's Club is
$250.

! Richard Bernard l

Helsei-Jepperson

Electrical,

Inc. !Donald Helsel>
Homewood-Flossmoor Kiwanis
Club
William A. Jones, M.D.
James B. Lund
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Pat
terson
Mr. and Mrs. John Polk
Portion Packaging, Inc. CPeter
W. Morris>
Patrick Rea
Richard P. Small
Ronald Stillman
Sun Steel Company

D 1nner
•

'

Individual citizens as well as
business and industry of the south
metropolitan area have been
asked to form a partnership with
Governors State University by
making a contribution to the
University Foundation's G.S.U.
Alliance Fund: '75-76.

! Robert

Dr. William E. Engbretson, President or Governors State, and Dr.
Percy Wagner of Flossmoor at GSU's May 27 President's Club Din
ner.

Also available to donors is The
Governors
State
Associate
program, an intimate
part
nership with the University open
to donors of $1.000. Charter
Associate donors will be an
nounced at a dinner June 27.

Kaplan>
Tri-State Bank c Henri Bryson l
Percy E. Wagner
Mr. and Mrs. John Canning
Harold C. Carlstead
Chicago-Wilcox Manufacturing

Evelvn Helsel watches as Richard Helsel. President of Helsel

�

Jepp rson Electrical or Chicago Heights, receives President's Club
Dinner at Governors

tate .

._../
I -'�

'
I

I

Henri

Bryson. Chairman of tht> Tri-State

Markham,

Rt'gina Ht·�sou and

William Brazeley chat

<-!Sl'

Bank of

administrator

befot·t> May 27 President's

Club Dinner at Governors Slate.

Donald Helsel of Helsel-Jepperson Electrical in
Chicago Heights receives President's Club plaque
from GSU hostess Pamela Mad sen during May 27
President's Club Dinner at Governors

tate.

Hobert Goodson, President of Bank of Homewood, and Daniel
Kaplan of Kapcor chat before May 27th President's Club Dinner at

To Brazi I and Back

Governors State.

cert by the Ensemble.
She Club and Samba School of Sao
congratulated and thanked the Paulo. Many of the musicians feel
group
for
the
professional that their opportunity to see the
representation of Illinois in Brazil. live execution of the Samba dance
She was impressed by the per and Samba music was the cultural
formance and expressed her en highlight of the entire trip.
joyment by personally ascending
Of course this trip could not have
to the stage and talking with mem
been possible without the full
bers of the band.
In addition to the standing cooperation of many well wishers
ovations at the scheduled per and government authorities in
formances, the Ensemble was also America. The GSU Ensemble wan
invited to participate in jam ts to take this opportunity to say
sessions at several of large clubs in again, Thank You for a rewarding
Sao Paulo. They were also invited musical and cultural experience.

The Governors State University
Jazz Ensemble played for en
thusiastic audiences during a two
week visit in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Ap
pearing as special guest of the
Partners in America Bicentennial
Celebration, the GSU Jazz En
semble thrilled the often standing
room only crowds at the Bienal
Theatre, the Ibirapeura gym
nasium, the MASP auditorium and
Museum of Art. The group also
made a guest appearance at the
gala event making the birthday of
the
Circulo
Militar
<Military

to be entertained at the Samba

Club).
The musicians cited their warm
reception at the Governor's Man
sion as one of the highlights of the
trip. Some of the members recall
how the formal invitations were Secondly, the group received ex
received with mixed feelings but cellent newspaper reviews in
of
the
Briazilian
such feelings were quickly allayed s e v e r a l
when everyone was personally newspapers. Although several of
received by the Governor and his the articles were written in Por
wife, Mr. & Mrs. Paulo Egydio tuguese, the members of the en
Martins, and welcomed into their semble could sense the accolader
luxurious home. The Governor was before they were interpreted.
disappointed, however, when his Language presented no barrier to
schedule would not allow for a the communication of well wishers
private
performance
audience from the friendly Brazilians. Thir
dly, the GSU Ensemble was
with the Ensemble.
Throngs of fans followed Dr.
Carter
and
his
entourage
throughout the tour. The musicians
were always welcomed by well
wishers at all performances, in the
hotel and even on casual walks or
bus tours of the vicinity. Several
events
contributed
to
this
popularity, the first factor is that
the group IS superb and performed
masterfully

page2

on

all

That's what it's all about!

newspaper reviews he stated, "It
is of great historical importance to
note that many of the conditions
which

made

American

Jazz

possible also exist in Brazil.
However, there are many def
ferences in the music's."
"Mtisic historians point to the
retaining of great Africanism in
Brazilian music as one of the most
significant

differences

between

American Jazz and its counterpart

featured on one of the popular Sao in Brazil. This difference is im
Paulo T.V. shows. Fifteen minutes portant from an aural as well as a
of one of the performances at the conceptual standpoint, both of
Bienal was taped for television which need to be grasped if an un
viewing. The television exposure derstanding of the differences an
was well received.
dor similarities between and com

Dr. Warrick Carter, director of
the GSU Ensemble, feels that the
experience was an especially
rewarding one for the music
occasions. students. In one of the many

mon influences of Brazilian music
and American Jazz is to be
developed."
Mrs. Daniel Walker, first lady of
IUinois, was also honored at a con-
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GZDD BEEHIVE
Cogdell and Sherman GSUS
Educational Standards
At least two of the four presidential
candidates stated that their impression
from talking to GSU's top administrators was that minority students were lowering the standards of
education at GSU. Also, these same
candidates continued on to say that
allegations were made suggesting that
the deans are centrally responsible.
The seriousness of these allegations
requires that we respond to both of
these statements. Our initial reaction
on hearing these charges was one of
disbelief and astonishment. The reason
for our reaction is that we are totally
unaware of any formal-or informal
studies for that matter-whereby such
conclusions have been drawn or inferred about our minority students, nor
any such study indicating any of our
deans stood for or tolerated exceptions
to our high academic standards.
Another reason for our reaction was our
puzzlement that any group or person
who has information to support these
allegations had not shared it with the
deans before the presidential candidates arrived so that the matter could
receive proper attention. We do not
believe any studies have been made
nor other evidence exists that would
tend to give credence or substantiate
the allegation that any particular
segment of our student body transgresses upon our academic standards
any more than is found among our
general student body. It is indeed more
unfortunate and appalling that such information without a definitive data
base and in the absence of a comprehensive study would be transmitted
by leaders and purported scholars.
Even if a study of this phenomenon was
conducted by true scholars, more care
and caution would expectedly be exercised in the interpretation of the fin·
dings than what apparently has been
taken in its absence.
We would like to share wjUt you at
this point several basic assomptions UQdergirding this letter. The first assumplion is that these candidates were truthful, open and honest in recollecting
their impressions of what was told to
them. Another assumption is that they
correctly identified the source of their
information. A third assumption is that
the candidates' perceptions are bound
in the least to be biased and possibly
these
by
prejudiced
seriously
damaging allegations. Lastly, candidates will share this information
wherever they go.
While we do not propose to write on
behalf of the entire minority student
body, the faculty or the deans, we do
feel compelled to share with you our
thoughts pertaining to this issue. As an
introduction we fully embrace the
mission, mandate and philosophy of
GSU and especially that portion which
promises to serve low income and
minority students. We find our minority
students as well as our other students
intelligent,
intellectually curious,
mans with an inmature, prodigious
satiable quest for knowledge and information, often bringing to the learning experience possession of an
unusual wea lth of information. A major
role of our University is to shape that
c o n c ept u a l
into
i n fo r m a t i o n
frameworks and philosophical bases.
Our students, minority and others, are
in the main goal-oriented, self-directed
and motivated toward personal-andprofessional development.
in defense of the faculty who actually
teach and recommend graduation of
our minority students-not the deans
who are so credited-we unequivocally
share the view. <many of us having served at numerous major universities
before coming to GSUl. that nowhere
have we observed a more stringent
screening process to select capable
raculty than exists at GSU. Our faculty

represent many outstanding univer
sities across America. According to the
latest figures over 65 percent hold the
terminal degree. The overwhelming
majority actively contribute to their
academic disciplines and professional
organizations. Many professionals are
members of honorary societies ; many
others hold offices in national
organizations. The majority of our
faculty are dedicated to Governors
State Univers i t y , committed to
teaching and learning of their students.
Relative to the expectation of our
faculty in areas of instruction ( indirect
and direct ) , professional development,
research and community service, we
are cognizant of the need for im
provement based upon adequate
evaluation but according to the massive
data we have seen, measured against
one another, our faculty performs well
above average. To the best of our
knowledge we have an honest,
professionally ethical and diligent
faculty who evidently perceive their
reputations interwoven with the calibre
and quality of graduates they produce.
In the absence of other than super
ficial institutional studies < which are
widely accepted as lacking in depth,
perspective or breadth ) , let us refer to
some commonly accepted indices of
quality academic programs within the
University. First, during and after our
review for NCA accreditation, minority
student enrollment constituted 35 to 45
percent of our total enrollment. Despite
the relatively high minority figures, we
were still fully accredited by NCA
within the shortest period of time
possible. The entire University and its
many components were evaluated; no
single component was entirely respon
sible for us receiving accreditation. No
component is responsible for the
totality of problems which make us per
feet. Hence, positive as well as negative
NCA comments were reflective of the
total system.
Our teacher education programs in
all colleges are state approved, those
programs eligible at the time were ap
proved by the Illinois Office of
Education <JOEl for entitlement. Com
ponents and faculty of our competency
based teacher education program were
solicited by IOE to develop state-wide
criteria to evaluate and guide other
programs
education
teac her
throughout the state of Illinois. The JOE
feels that our teacher education
program, adhering to the Instructional
Systems Paradigm <ISPJ, is one of the
strongest in the state of Illinois. For this
reason our faculties as well as the
Deans of CCS and HLD have been in
volved in the evaluation of other in
stitutions' teacher education programs
along state guidelines < partially writ
ten by an HLD faculty member > . We
are a bona fide member institution of
the American Association of College
Teacher Educators and will soon apply
for NCATE approval.
The Educational Testing Service
>;TSl publicly states that GSU is
ahead by far of most institutions in the
assessment of non-academic life ex
perience for credit.
undertaken
modules
Learning
toward ful .lment of interdisciplinary
learning contracts assures that our
minority and other stu(lents are widely
exposed to a variety of faculty styles
a va i lable
resources
other
and
throughout GSU, thus enabling them to
realize their educational objectives.
Those students who wish to enter
professional and graduate schools are
being accepted; from reports we
receive all. if not most. are faring quite
well. ow that GSU is fully accredited
and its transcripts are more readily ac
cepted by institutions to which our
graduates apply, we are receiving
much more positive references about
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their performance.

The entire GSU Curriculum has been
conscientiously, tirelessly built within
the powerful Instructional Systems
Paradigm. Most importantly, all GSU
curricula have flourished from com
prehensive needs assessment studies.
of
of qua l i ty
i ndex
Another
curriculum and instruction is module
completion. The only available data,
generated by Research and Innovation,
< 1974) found the average percent of
modules completed per class to be CCS
22.8, BPS 33.5, EAS 23.0, HLD 23.1.
in
that empirical
Recognizing
vestigations are badly needed to iden
tify the interaction of the myriad
variables which may affect this level of
completion, the available data does not
suggest a lower level of standards for
completion of module requirements.
Utilizing these objective indices of
quality in light of subjective allegations
of our students' performance, we are at
a loss to explain why these allegations
are being made by GSU administrators
about the minority segment of our
student body, when the studies
emanating from the Office of Research
and Innovation refute such un
substantiations.
In conclusion, we pose the following
questions to those top administrators
who have made the above discussed
statements about our minority studen
ts. If there are opinions or hunches,
backed up with tentative data, enough
to warrant a study, then why hasn't one
been ordered? Why are minority
students being singled out? If minority
students have been lowering GSU's
academic standards, then how long has
this been going on'1 What measures
have been initiated to control the
problem? Are the deans aware of the
alleged problem? Have the deans been
apprised of the alleged anomaly? If so,
what have they done to reduce the
problem? If culpable, why have deans
been a llowed to remain at GSU for the
past six years? Has any such problem
been openly and honestly aired? If a
problem exists, has top leadership
made efforts to remedy it'1
The irony of this incredible irrespon
sibility is that perhaps the greatest
source of this unsubstantiated smear of
our mino,rity students rests with the of
fice most charged with the respon
sibility of conducting organized,
systematic and scholarly study of
problems and processes at GSU. There
is nothing inherently wrong about
having such concerns. The problem lies
in treating hunches and other personal
biases as foregone truth, and spreading
them without benefit of empirical data
or verified reference. Such statements
by leaders lend credence to them no
matter how unreasoned or un
supported. The nature of leadership
should be that statements of leaders,
however thoughtfully or thoughtlessly
intended have the impact of truth and
foregone conclusions. In that way
leaders are responsible to the extent
that they act on the basis of accurate
data and verifiable experience. They
should also be truthful and not share
bias and rumor as fact.
In conclusion, we earnestly entreat
those referent administrators to desist
from misleading, possibly prejudicing
and even discouraging presidential
candidates. The faults which persons
attribute to the innocent and blameless
may be faults within themselves. We
must accentuate and build upon our
considerable strength and examine our
strengths and weaknesses. This should
be followed by prudent decisions and a
continuation of the arduous, elating ef
forts of creating and building a model
university.
by Roy Cogdell
AI Sherman

••e�Sbl ief. �
1-

'----

Death in India June 2
We received sad news today that Mr.
Farook AliKhan's mother passed away
in India on June 2. Those wishing to con
vey their condolences to the family in
the form of telegrams or cards may do
so by sending them to the following ad
dress:
Mr. Fa rook AliKhan
16-4-m
Sirdar Bagh
Malakpet 500024
Hyderabad, Andhra Dradesh
India
Telephone 42H6

Presidential
Finalists Picked
SOUTH ,
FOREST
PARK
111.-The campus presidential
search committee at Governors
State University met June 7 and
selected, in accordance with the
mandate given by the Board of
Governors presidential search
committee, five candidates of the
seven submitted.
They are in alphabetical order:
Dr. William H. Capitan, acting
Virginia
West
pres i d e n t ,
Wesleyan College, Buckhannon.
Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth,
vice president for academic af
fairs, California State University,
Long Beach.
Dr. Donald Robinson, dean of
the Col lege of Education,
Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater.
Dr. John H. Strange, dean of
College of Public and Community
of
U n i v er s i t y
Ser v i c e ,
Massachusetts, Boston.
Dr. Charles Vevier, executive
vice president, College of
Medicine and Dentistry, Newark,
N.J.

Whitson Speaks
on Gardening
I.D. -The public may bring
garden plants and problems for a
free session by a garden
specialist at Governors State
University.
David Whitson, Will county
extension �ent, University of
lllinois, College of Agriculture,
cooperative extension service,
will speak Thursday, June 24, at 2
and 6 p.m. at the GSU garden
site.
He will diagnose, discuss, and
advise on gardening problems.
This will include garden plants,
lawn care, shrubs, trees, etc.
Further information may be
obtained by telephoning Dr. Leon
Fennoy at 312/534-5000, X2494.
The university garden site is at
the southeast corner of Gover
nors highway and Stuenkel road,
near the GSU public safety
building.
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Dear R. T. Cogdell
I had the pleasure and honor of taking
three classes under Professor JoAhn
Brown. I must admit that I was very
much impressed and I learned much.
When Professor JoAhn Brown lec
tures, you can hear a pin fall. She has
something to say and is always sure of
herself.
Upon joining Professor Brown's class
for the first time in 1975, I found her to
be tuned to our special needs, whatever
it might be. Making her aware of one's
problem, without hesitation she was
there to aid.

Malik'S RePlY IO
lhe "Unllled Stall"

•

As one writer stated: "It's foolish to live in the past,
but it's a disgrace to forget it."
It never ceases to amaze me how so-called
"brothers" allow themselves to be pitted against each
other over each other.
I am a respecter of history; therefore, it would be
foolish for me to lower myself to a level of character
assassination, but it would be a disgrace for me not to
respond to the "grafted snake mentality" expressed by
the "so-called unified staff group" of the Innovator's
open letter in the June 7 issue.
I will not contribute to the continuous promotion of
the articles of difference, but a recent article in the
Bilalian news (7-11-76) states in part that "the general
climate of the nation <referring to the resurgence of
white supremacy groups' activities and the ease they
have getting their atrocities covered by the media> has
given encouragement for people to feel they can come
out of the woodwork" and that an attitude of "we can
do what we wish" has been adopted by many persons
across the country-; recently there have been hun
dreds of racially motivated incidents prompted by
white supremacist group activities. One of the most
recent incidents was the hanging of a minister in
Pasadena, California. "Many fear that blacks may
retaliate in response to the incidents by forming
vigilante groups." According to the "individual"
responsible for reprinting the article at question, "the
way to solve differences between races is to expose and
bring them to the front and "war" them out." I
disagree, but that's your right, unified staff group of
the Innovator.
The Chicago Sun-Times (June 7, 1976) carried an ar
ticle concerning the experience of a black man and his
twelve-year old son coming from church and the ordeal
they suffered as a result of activities by white
supremacist groups. In continous "self-ehecking out",
I find that I have a problem with any "supremacist
mentality that advocates racism, and if the In
novator's unified staff group fits into that category,
"damn right", my problem is with that group.
I submit that the article I referred to is not false ac
cusations nor insinuations, but realities, and that the
purpose of truth and righeousness needs to be served.
According to the Sun-Times article, "suddenly I heard
loud voices. Then my son cried out, "Look, Dad, look,
look, they're coming to the car."
"About that time one guy swung a baseball bat and
broke the window. I was scared for my life and for my
son's life. I believed they wanted to kill us. They acted
that way-Holdman drove to the hospital, his son sob
bing hysterically beside him."
My frame of mind was, still is, and will forever be an
extension of the 5,000 and more individuals hung,
castrated, aborted bodies, raped women, and their
families.
Mr. Holdman's words to his son, "God still loves us,
but there are also evil forces that sometimes pressed
upon us, and we have to do the best we can to protect
ourselves"-that statement is what Malik's response,
Part I, was about.
Comments concerning how I can most wisely use my
time as B.O.G. representative and the indictment
against the total B.O.G. as a result of my article is so
absurd and naive until it would "really" be a waste of
my time to refer you to the public records.
I further submit that no one can "elect you" to be a
man. "God selects them."
Malik Shabazz <aka Lincoln Ashford>
-.

. - - - - -.
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To the Innovator staff:
The last issue of the paper looked
great-it is a big improvement over
some of the recent issues.
The front page lay-oot looked
especially professional-using those
pictures of people from GSU is a good
drawing card.
Also, the Guatemala spread was
good, although a listing or all the people
who made the trip would be good-1
hope you do a follow-up.
Keep up the good work.
Sharon Filkins
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THE

WHY OF TRAFFIC EN
FORCEMENT AT GSU
In 1975, Public Safety officers at
GSU responded to thirty-four (34)·
traffic accidents, and took reports
of criminal damage to state sup
ported property at least once each
month. Since January 1, 1976, of
ficers have already responded to
twenty-five (25) traffic accidents,
and have taken reports twice each
month from individuals reporting
criminal damage to property. Ap
proximately 75 per cent of the traf
fic accidents were "fender Ben
ders" occurring in and around
GSU's five parking lots. The other�
25 per cent have occurred on ad
joining roads and have been of a
more serious nature.
The criminal damage to state
supported property incidents have
ALL occurred in and around the
GSU parking lots. Vehicles have
damaged parking gates, exit
treadles, coin machines, shrub
bery, sod, curbing, etc. "Fender
benders" in the lots have occurred
as a result of large fullsized
vehicles using compact car spaces,
persons parking outside painted lot
lines, and vehicles occupying more
than one indicated space.
As a result, the Department of
Public Safety has increased patrol
of these areas and ticket violators
who cause these types of incidents.
Fines issued in the traffic court
have ranged from $5 to $25
<Parking - $5, gate fraud, curb
jumping, etc. - $25. Persons
associated with GSU that are NOT
visitors and use the Visitors Lot
are also issued citations.
If you have a problem gaining
entry into any lot, notify a Public
Safety officer as soon as possible
for assistance. DO NOT tailgate or
drive over a curb to gain entry. If
you wish to report an accident OR
incident of criminal damage to
property or an apparent violation
or the parking and traffic
regulations notify the Department
of Public Safety at 534-5000. Ex
tension 2198.

Although she's not running a
popularity contest, she certainly has
gained my respect, not only as an in
structor but as a person of great con
cern for her students well being.
I had the chance to use her many
methods and techniques in my
classroom. <They Worked!>
Governors State University certainly
owes gratitude to such a person, who
has such qualities of teaching, plus the
total concern for student learning and
comprehension. I feel that such a high
degree of quality should be mentioned.
I strongly feel that a teacher of
Professor JoAhn Brown's caliber, two
fold with her
conscientious
con
tributions to the educational process in
keeping quality education at its highest
status in H L D <Human Learning and
Development> department should be
commended.
In my opinion, Professor JoAhn
Brown is not only the foremost in
structor of our day, but one of the most
eminent educators or all time.
A student,
Mrs. Bertha P. Meals

To all GSU students, faculty, and starr.
It has been reported that there are
security men on top of G .S.U.'s buildin�
attempting to catch students if they let
a friend use their parking card. Studen
ts will have to pay a fine if they are
caught. The fines range from $20.00 to
$25.00 even though you might have
already paid $11 or $14 for your parking
card. Students shouldn't have to pay to
park in the first place because if it
weren't for the students, faculty, and
staff it wouldn't be a G.S.U. I guess if
you don't belong to the real working
class, it doesn't bother you to pay $11 or
$14 for a parking card. But it should be
taken into consideration that all studen
ts here at G.S.U. don't work full time
and have money to waste on a parking
card.
Students, faculty, and staff here at
G.S.U. are constantly being ripped off
by their own university. We have to pay
to use the parking lot, swimming pool,
gym, and etc. When are we going to
protest against the kind of treatment
that we received from our university?

Dear Editor,
It is one of the most basic tenets of
humanistic education that the people
involved not be placed in competition
with one another and their academic
performance not be compared to that of
other members or the academic com
munity. So far, these principles have
been in effect for students at GSU. We
do not foster competition by a grade
system and we make some attempt to
allow students to attain competencies
at their individual paces. Do the same
principles apply to faculty members?
On June 7 - June 12 the College of
Human Learning and Development
elected its Distinguished Professor of
HLD . The mechanism for this is to have
students and faculty in the College vote
for the professor they feel is the most
distinguished in instruction, research,
professional development, and service
to the college, university, and com
munity. I doubt very much if students
and faculty are truly aware of the
research efforts, teaching expertise
and service activities of even a
reasonably large sample of the faculty
in the competition. This, to me, has two
implications.
The first is that the decision of who is
the most distinguished is decided by
who is best known (and liked) by a
large number of students. Thus the title
is a farce. Second, and more seriously,
the title carries with it the implication
that
the
"w i n n er"
is
more
"dist i n g u i s h e d"
than
h i s/he r
colleagues. This , I feel, i s absurd. I
can't even think of a faculty member in
HLD who doesn't put a tremendous
·amount of energy, time, and sweat into
his or her professional life.
Jay Lubinsky
University Professor of
Communication Science

Spring/Summer
Enrollment

Sixty-two students from 13
foreign countries are among the
3,508 students registered in the
spring/summer trimester at
GSU. The countries represented
are
China, Ecuador, Ghana,
Greece, India, Iran, Jordan,
Korea, Liberia, Nigeria, New
Zealand, Pakistan, and Thailand.
The distribution of students is
as follows: 2,014 graduate, 1,297
undergraduate, 197 non-degree,
502 new, 1.761 female, 1,747 male,
2,168 married, 1,340 unmarried,
minority 49.3 per cent.
Figures for the colleges and
programs are as follows:
Business and Public Service, 902;
Cultural Studies, 576; En-

vironmental and Applied Scien
ces, 585; Human Learning and
Development, 1,224; and Board of
Governors Degree program, 221.
There are 2,668 students from
Cook County, 463 from Will Coun
ty, 187 from Kankakee County, 54
from DuPage County, with others
from other Illinois counties of
Christian, Clark, Douglas, Ford,
Grundy, Iroquois, Jasper, Kane,
Kendall,
Lake,
Macoupio,
Mason, McHenry, McLean, St.
Clair, Wayne, Winnebago, and
Woodford.
Places of origin for other
students are District of Colum
bia, Indiana, Maryland, Min
nesota,
New
Mexico,
and
Washington.

Two Awarded Keith
Smith ScholarshiPS
PARK
FOREST
SOUTH,
IlL-Keith W. Smith memorial
scholarships for Governors State
University have been awarded to
Mrs. Lillie M. Westerfield of
Chicago and Frank Halper, Jr.,
of Richton Park.
Friends
and
associates
established the scholarship fund
in memory of Dr. Smith, former
vice president for administration
at GSU, who died suddenly in 1974
at the age of 51.

Mrs. Keith W. Smith presented
the scholarships to the two
graduate students selected on the
basis of scholarship, financial
need, and career goals in higher
education.
Mrs. Westerfield is in the urban
teacher education program of the
College of Business and Public
Service. The mother of two young
children, her husband is with
United Air Lines. In Mississippi

she was graduated from Utica
Junior Collpge and received her
b a c h e l or's
degree
from
Mississippi Valley State College.
Halper is in the College of
Human Learning and Develop
ment. His objective is to become
a counselor in. a community
college, after internships in
student services at Governors
State University and with John A.
Logan Community College. He
studied administration of justice
at Southern Illinois University
and received a B.A. degree in
corrections from Governors State
University. He is vice president
or correspondence for the Gover
nors State University Alumni
association.
Dr. Smith, who was also
university professor of higher
education, came to GSU in the
year of the university's origin,
1969, from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education in Springfield.
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EarlY Registration

Who's Who at GSU?

ADVANCE

REGISTRATION

PLANNED

FOR

THE

FALL

TR I M ESTER

REPORT : SPRING-SU MMER Trimester. IF THIS IS NOT
REGISTRATION SURVEY OF DONE, REGISTRATION CAN
NOT BE PERM ITTED.
STUDENT SERVICES
All examinations will be held in
Excepting late
registrants,
Room Al l02. The dates and times
every Spring-Summer student
are listed below. Attend only one
was asked during registration to
testing session, but arrive at the
fill out a questionnaire on Student
room by the beginning of the
Services. A total of 'nfjl valid
testing time.
questionnaires was completed
Day
Time
and the results have now been
Thursday
tabulated.
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
June 24
Over two-thirds of the respon
Friday,
dents ( 68.7 per cent > voted again
June 25
9 : 00 to 1 1 : 30 p.m.
st "expansion of Health Services
Friday,
•
to include the services of a
June 25
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p. m .
physician with an appropriate ad
Saturday,
d i t ional fee providi ng the
8:00 to l 0 : 30 a . m .
June 26
revenue. " C The 31.6 per cent who
Saturday,
responded positively favored a
10: 30 to 1 : 00 p.m.
June 26
median fee of $5.00 per student to
Saturday,
cover the additional expense en
1 : 00 to 3 : 30 p.m.
June 26
tailed in hiring a doctor. >
Monday,
Students were also asked to
9 : 00 to l l : 30 p. m .
June 28
rank in importance the several
Monday,
services supplied by Student Ser
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
June 28
vices. The results are listed
Monday,
below, arranged in descending
5:00 to 7 : 30 p.m.
June 28
order of importance to students.
Tuesday,
E
MEAN I M PORTANC
9 : 00 to l l : 30 a . m .
June 29
SERVICE
Tuesday,
3.19
Academic Ativisement
June 29
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
Personal Counseling
2.95
Wednesday,
Career Guidance
2.95
June 30
9 : 00 to l l : 30 a .m.
Recreation
2.67
Wednesday,
Veterans Benefits
2.55
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
June 30
2.44
Child Care Center
Wednesday,
Student Activities
2.43
5:00 to 7 : 30 p.m.
June 30
Health Care
2.29
Wednesday
Testing June 30
2.16
7 : 30 to lO:OO p.m.
Housing I nformation
2. 1 1
Thursday,
July 1
2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
All new degree-seeking studen Thursday,
5 : 00 to 7 : 30 p.m.
ts enteri ng Spring -Summ er July 1
Should further information be
Trimester of 1976 must take the
UP examination in order to be desired, contact Student Ser
allowed to register for the Fall vices. ext. 2141.

Holding PaHern?
Each or the Colleges has been asked to work with Assistant Direc
tor of Admissions, Kathy Taylor, to develop a plan for placing
students in a holding pattern and for monitoring admissions. HLD
has already developed such a plan in cooperation with Ms. Taylor.
Dr. Andrews states that the Academic Council will develop
policies, procedures and guidelines for monitoring admissions of
students to I nstructional Programs.
Upon the recommendation of the Deans of the Colleges and the
Actin� Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Administrative
Council authorized on May T7 the immediate closure of admission
to the following Instruction Programs :
College
College

BPS
EAS
HLD
HLD

Instruction Progra m
Instructional Program

Business Admi nistration
Health Services Administration
Communication Science
Behavioral Studies

Closed to:

Graduates Only
Graduates 0l)ly
Undergraduates and
Graduates
Undergraduates

MinoritY SYmPOSIUm
Ten students from Governors State University were at the Illinois
-Minority symposium to be held at the Chica_go Conrad Hilton on
June 17-18.
The students who attended the symposium sponsored by the
Chicago Urban League are Daniel Coulter, Park Forest ; Elizabeth
Ellzey ; Sharon Filkins, Park Forest ; William Garfield, Chciago
Heights ; Paul Hodge, Chicago; Mariann Kienzler, Park Forest ;
Maudstine Macon, Dixmoor; Olajide Olukoga, Chicago ; Felicidad
Thompson, Chicago ; and Howard White, Chicago.
President William E. Engbretson is an advisory committee
member of the Chicago Urban League.

Metcoll In Art Exhlbll
at Gover
Donald Metcoff, 54, East Scott St . , Chtcago, a student
.
r of Amencan
nors State University. has been accepted as a membe
and
ation,
Society of Artists, a national membership organiz
700 N.
gallery,
s
Society'
the
at
exhibit
on
work
currently has
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Mr. Metcoff will exhibit with American Society of Artists at their
4th Annual Water Tower Art & Craft Festival June 25-'n at Chicago
and Michigan and Pearson and Michigan as well as at their tst An
nual Oak Park Village Mall Art & Craft Festival, Oak Park, August

6-'k r. Metcoff's photographic entry of a turtle in the Fiji

Islands
was one of only 100 entries out of 700 accepted for the Annual
Exhibit of Animal Photographs by Staff & Members of the Lincoln
Park Zoo and the Lincoln Park Zoo logical Society and was on
exhibit at the Upper Avenue National Bank, Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.
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J:o'ifty-five students at Gover
nors State University will be in
cluded in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Univer
sities and Colleges, " a 42-year
old directory. Forty-eight GSU
students were included in 1974.
Certificates of membership
will be presented to students
later.
Each nominee approved wiiJ
contacted to secure
apl1ic�1P
material for publication in
current book , i nformation
student placement files,
other pertinent data .

•

Nominations were submitted
through consultation with faculty
and student representatives.
"Who's Who Students" at
Governors State University :
College of Business and Public
Service-Samuel D. Carmickle,
Gregg J. DeBartolo, Irwin N .
Friedman, Susan M. Halvorsen,
Frank Malloy, Ram Mohan,
Charlene H.
Remus, Aswad
Samadi, Charles M . Schmidt,
Dorothy Sherman, Norma J. Sut
ton, Dottie Thorsen, Lois A.
Vining,
Steven
W o r o bec ,
Deborah M. Young.

Park Forest
Plans Parade
"200 Years of Freedom" is the
theme for the 25th Annual Fourth
of July Parade to be held at 4
p.m. in Park Forest. The parade,
sponsored by the American
Legion Post II 1 198 will be the
largest in its history with a plan
ned 100 units.
F l oa t s
from
various
organizations i n the area, high
school bands, clown, baton, and
horse units will make the route
through Park Forest to Freedom
Hall.
Twenty trophies will be awar
ded to entrants in several dif
ferent categories. A judging com
mittee with representatives from
each of the armed forces, will
select the winners to be an
nounced at the American Legion
headquarters after the parade
Hot dogs, beer , and pop will be
served free of charge.
Entries for the parade may be
obtained through June 19 by
calling 481-3055.
The Bicentennial Queen and
her court will ride on the
American Legion float. She will
be chosen on June 25 in a contest
sponsored by the Park Forest
Mercha nt's Association. Judging
will cover poise, personality,
civic service, and activitiees. She
will also ride in the State Street
Parade in Chicago. Entries will
be accepted until June 17. She
will be awarded a Bicentennial
ring designed
by
Rogers'
Jewelers.
Sheriff
Richard
E l rod ,
Congressmen, Edward J. Der
winski and George O' Brien, and
Representatives William F.
Mahar and Richard F. Kelly will
also ride in the parade.
Rich East, Rich Centra l, Rich
South, and Beecher High School
Bands will march in the parade.
Also adding to the musical
fest i v i t ies,
will
be
Joliet
American Legion Marching
Band, Prairie State College Jau
Band, New Renaissance Singing
Group, and Bill Tinkler and His
All Stars.
The Stockyard Kilty Band and
the Midlothian Scottish Pipe
Band will also perform.

The Office of Admissions and Records has announced a new ad
vance registration system for the Fall 1976 Trimester. The new
system has been designed to reduce the time spent by the student in
the registration process , and to make Governors State University's
Learning Module offerings more responsive to student demands.
Early in July Admissions and Records will mail a Schedule of
Learning Modules, and an "Advance Registration Form" to each
student eligible to register for Fall. As in the past, students will
work with their advisors to select appropriate Learning Modules.
Unlike the past, however, the "Advance Registration Form" will
be turned into Admissions and Records Office as soon as it is com
pleted.
Early in August Admissions & Records will process the request
forms by computer to determine how much demand there is for
each Learning Module. Reports will be sent to deans and progra m
coordinators who will use that information to determine whether
new sections of modules in great demand should be cancelled.
When the deans and program coordinators are satisfied with the
match between demand and offerings, they will authorize Ad
missions and Records to begin the scheduling process . Scheduling
will be through a totally automated system purchased from the
Systems and Computer Technology Corporation of Westchester,
Pennsylvania. The proprity system currently in effect will be
retained. That is, students who are about to graduate will be
registered first, degree-seeking students will then be registered in
order of latest admission to the University, and finally, non-degree
students will be registered. Students who participate in advance
registration will have priority over all other students who register
later.
Since Financial Aids Office and the Business Office have yet to
develop the capability to produce computerized bills or tuition
waivers, a "centralized" registration will be held in the gym
nasium. For students who participated in advance registration, the
process will be extremely fast. Those who were registered in all the
modules they requested will simply pick up their completed
schedules and proceed directly to the Cashier or Financial Aids Of
fice. 1bose who did not receive all of the Learning Modules they
requested may register for any others in which there are openings,
or may simply pay for those for which they have been scheduled.
Within a year, computer support for a totally decentralized
registration process is expected.
The registration procedures to be implemented in the Fall
Trimester will be printed in registration materials.

Darden Produces Album
Floyd Darden has taught instrumental and vocal
music in public, private, and experimental school
systems. In conjunction with operating his wn music
school and teaching bands express ion techniques, he
has completed degree work at Boston University in
music. education with an instrumental major in per
cussion < drums > .
Performance arid entertaining work for WBZ,
WBUR radio and T.V. in Boston and W-OKI in Okinawa
Islands, including the professional stage, has given
Floyd Darden years of practical knowledge in the
music world of drums and expression. Floyd is presen
tly a percussion student and graduate candidate in the
College of Cultural Studies. He is teaching music for
the elementary school in Pembroke, Illinois, and
heading the percussion progra m for Olivet Nazarene
College in Bourbonais, Illinois.
Floyd completed an interesting and creative work
just recently entitled "Time ofr Melodies from the
Drum" < now available in the G .S.U. bookstore ) . In this
album he displays an imaginative use of percussive
sounds and the singing voice. Floyd Darden plans to
continue in the College of Cultural Studies in order to
complete master's work in percussion performance.
We look to hear from Floyd in the future during his
recital for completion of his master's performance.
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Associate Membership for GSU USA in AUPHA
Graduates in the hea lth services
administration programs at GSU
::an anticipate more acceptance on
the open job market due to the
progra ms' associate membership
in the Association of University
P r og r a m s
in
Hea l t h
Ad
m inistration.
During the 28th Annual AUPHA
Conference
a nd
2nd
Un
dergraduate Institute held in
Chicago, Illinois May !H2, 1976,
GSU undergraduate and graduate
program applications were presen
ted to the Executive Committee of
the AUPHA for membership
status.
Both applications were accepted
by the Executive Committee and
by the General Assembly for mem
bership at the Associate level. This
is the first step toward ac
cred i ta t ion of the graduate
program in Health Services Ad
ministration at GSU.
Associate membership entitles

the HSA program to consultation in
curriculum development and im
provement of the overall program,
and provides the faculty with an
open line of communication bet
ween GSU and all accredited and
d e v e l o p i ng
HSA
p r og r a m s
throughout the world. I n addition,
the faculty will be kept abreast of
current issues and trends in the
field of health services ad
ministration at both the un
dergraduate and graduate levels of
AUPHA
The
educ a t i o n .
congratulated our sincere efforts
to improve the HSA programs. Ac
ceptance of the Programs for
Associate Membership by the
AUPHA will provide visibility of
the program in the ever-growing
health services administration
community.
In order to facilitate full mem
bership status, a graduate student
group has organized an HSA ac
creditation committee to raise fun-

ds for the membership fee and to
take a first step toward developing
a student/faculty advisory group
for curriculum development. This
committee is supported by the
CEAS/HSA Administration and
faculty.
Four full-time faculty members
and several community professors
are currently serving HSA studen
ts. Professor Brian T. Malec is
current l y
investigating
the
possibility of acquiring external
funds
for
undergraduate
curriculum development and ex
pansion ; Professor Shoshana Falk
is designing a questionnaire to up
date information on alumni and
current students. Professor Arlene
Granderson and Dr. Sang..() Rhet>
are working on improving the HSA
graduate program . The com
bination of these activities demon
strates the faculty's dedication to
the advancement of the program
for the welfare of the students.

San ders See ks Better Con ditions
James Sanders

We demand sweeping campus
reforms and restructuring which
are essential to relevance in the
belief that the academic establish

All over America, campuses
have been in turmoil . Racial in
justice and the anger of students
who want to exercise justice and
equality are among the reasons for
turmoil . Until fairly recently the
normal form of student par
ticipation in campus government
was student government ; ex
tensive student partici�tion on
faculty and administratitm com-,
mittees was the exception, rather
than the rule.
Today, however, students are
continually pressing for direct par
ticipation . in campus life, and
many students are coming to see in
community government an ideal
capable of realization, rather than
an i mpossible utopia .
No campus has a right to expect
tranquility until the governance of
the campus affords full op
portunity for mutual respect and
affection based on justice.
SSAC believes that we have not
had an opportunity to speak direc
tly to the needs and problems of
G.S.U., not because our situation is

lacking in urgency, but because
our participation is supposed to be
open to the voice of reason. We
have kept our rhetoric in low key.
Our soft language is not intended to
decline anyone. In spite of the
situation we dare to hope that we
have time to achieve a campus
society of decency and dignity
without going through the counter
productive disruptions of recent
years. It is far later than many of
us realize. All students want in, not
out, of American society. They still
work hard at changing the system
rather than destroying it. We are
not saying, "We want to throw over
the university." We are simply
saying that "we want to make it
over. "

ment of constructive prupose
rather than a defense of decaden
ce.
Profound
shoc k ,
dismay,
disbelief, and anger characterize
our reaction to the firing and
changing of our Director of Student
Services, Mr. Robert Lott. We
shall not continue to be attacked by
various
administration
forces .
This has only been a fl a t rejection
of every demand because it came
from the majority of the Black
student body. The positive items
are less easily summarized.
The whole of collegiate life, not
just in the classroom and the
laboratory and the library, should
be designed to serve educational
purposes. This is especially true of
campus governance.
Traditionally, it was only the
university president who was
charged with the responsibility to
consider the interests of everyone.
If the former pa tterns of pater
nalism and authoritarianism
miseducated the student, the new
patterns of group power exercised
for narrow purposes are a poor
substitute.
What the student now learns
from campus governance is that
power comes to him who seizes it
and that he has the right to let that
power become syndicated not
democracy.
If, then, campus
governance is to contribute to the
education, not the miseducation, of
students, it must be so devised as
to contribute to the education and
reeducation of faculty,
ad
ministrators, trustees, public of
ficials, and legislators as well.
Democracy will come, not seizure

and counter-seizure of power, but
through the sharing of decisions
made affecting student services
here at G.S.U.
General principles stated as
useful guidelines :
1. The processes of represen
tation and participation must be
real enough to give each member
of the campus community a
genuine sense of partipation.
2. Maximum areas of individual
choice are to be sought within the
limits of social need and common
good.
3. The rights and obligations of
minorities must be protected and
nurtured, not as a concession but
as a matter of natural right.
4. Information on matters on
policy must be widely and easily
available,
with
consciously
devised processes for making sure
that it is.
5. Overlapping jurisdictions
must be avoided, while both
discreet and common jurisdiction
are clearly defined.
There are many other items
which can be readily added to the
list. We call on all students to con
tinue to address yourself to the
problem of American racism while
using governance processes which
are designed to teach lessons of
fully operative democracy. It will
not be easy, but we will keep the
road open at G.S.U., for we know
that it leads somewhere other than
into a dead end or over a cliff.
Traditionally, it was only the
university president who was
charged with the responsibility to
consider the interests of everyone.
If the former patterns of pater
nal ism and authoritarianism
miseducated the student, the new
patterns of group power exercised
for narrow purposes are a poor
substitute.

Dr. Arlene lrantlenon, unlwerslty
professor of health senlces

Dr. Sang-O.Rhee, university professor
of health science
-

/

O R D E R DISCO U N T TICKETS NOW

Temptations

•

Nancy Wilson

Melvin & The Blue N otes

-

Saturday, June 27, 1 976 at 7:30 p. m .
Washington Race Track

PHONE lN AD.
534-5000 ext. 226()

Students may order d i sco u n t t i c kets i n
Student Services o n J u ne 21 , 22, and 23
between 8 : 30 a . m . and 8 : 30 p . m .

Tickets: $8.00/ Each

1>age 6

B R I A N M A LEC

Professor

of Health Serv i ces
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Cu l ver's Pl a n fo r
U nem p l oyment
The following article is reprinted from
the Chicago Tribune, June 13, 1976.
LOWELL CULVER believes he has
the idea for solving the unemployment
dilemma.
Rather than pour more tax monies in
to jobless benefits or federal programs,
we should adopt a nationwide job
rotation system.
This would absorb all unemployed
persons who want to work with
periodic, paid furloughs on a service
credited ba sis-much l i k e paid
vacations. The rotation <or rotating
layoff ) concept presents an alternative
to current federa l proposals, he
believes.
Culver is a professor in the College of
Business and Public Service at Gover
nors State University in Park Forest
South. He's been working on the idea
for seven years, he says, but "it's been
only in the last year and a half that it
began jelling."
A SIMILAR CONCEPT was applied
recently at the Leyland auto plant in
Milan, Italy. Union officials agreed to a
three-month rotating layoff of 4,600 em
ployees to avoid the firing of 1 ,700.
Groups of workers alternately stayed
home and collected 70 per cent of their
pay through a state fund.
Under Culver's proposal, the paid
furloughs would be administered
through a company's benefit program
for service rendered. 'Contributions
would be made by employes, em
ployers, and the government.
"NOW THAT WE are recovering
from the worst economic downturn sin
ce World War I I , we need to take a hard
look at the . . . mechanisms for dealing
with fluctuating employment levels,"
Culver said.
"With unemployment rates above 5
per cent becoming more permanent,
pressures have mounted for a fun
damental change . . . "
Culver believes the nation's current
course of large scale, publicly induced
employment as "obvious risks," such
as temporary make-work schemes
becoming permanent fixtures. He doub
ts the nation can rely on unemployment
insurance pay-outs.
Culver calls for a more flexible labor
force.
"IF WE ARE WILLING to recognize
conventional full emplo ment to be an
unrealistic goal and accept some fluc
tuations in employment levels as nor
mal, it should be possible to design a
system
which compensates for
changing ,demands in the economy
without there being unemployment in
the traditional sense," he said.
Furlough credit, he says, would be
earned at the rate of one month for each
year of employment. It would be ap
plied by companies in addition to

y

regularly scheduled vacations and
holidays.
"While furloughs would be applied
for and granted at regular intervals,
the bulk of credit time ordinarily would
be reserved for periods of declining em
ployment and would open up work op
portunities for the young, the un
deremployed, and chronically unem
ployed," he said.
THE
ACTUAL
NUMBER
of
furloughed workers would vary with
fluctuations in the economy. When
more workers would be required, fewer
furloughs would be granted. During
slack work periods, there would be
more furloughs.
"As soon as credits have been
exhausted, the individual would return
to work and free another worker who, in
turn, would go on furlough."
Culver says his system would remove
the stigma of unemployment. No one
covered under the system really is
unemployed, only taking advantage of
furlough time.
The main reason for such a plan,
Culver says, is that the system, to work
effectively, must not be tied to the for
tunes or misfortunes of individual com
panies or industries.
"When an economic decline in
fluences different industries unevenly,
as with the auto industry," he said, "the
worker may borrow on future furlough
time, or may use the time to retrain for
another position.
"IN CERTAIN industries where em
ployment is more stable, opportunities
Tor furloughs may not be as great. The
worker, however, does not forfeit
credits, but may apply them for early
retirement or receive a lump sum
payment upon reaching retirement
age."
Costs would be moderate compared
with present outlays, Culver says. Con
tributions from workers, employers,
and the government would be deposited
into a national trust, replacing the
current Unemployment Benefit Trust
Fund.
Furlough benefits would be taxable,
with an allowance for the worker con
tributions.
"THIS WOULD INSURE a continual
now of tax dollars . . . and eliminate the
problem of declining tax revenues in
times of economic downturns," Culver
said.
Culver says that while full em
ployment is the goal of the rotating
labor force concept, "this is not to say
there will be no unemployment ."
A portion of the work force would not
be covered, and some would not work
under any system.
"The important feature is that em
ployment opportunities would be
available for all who want to work," he
said.

FAD Meet ing

The last meeting of FAD for the academic year will be held today
from 1 2 : 00 noon to 1 : 30 p.m. in the BPS conference room. The
discussion leader will be Viera L. Pablandt from HLD who will
discuss the topic, "An Experimental Paradigm of Social
Alienation".
This topic is of special interest to educators since the discussion
will focus on the concept of learned helplessness and social
alienation and its application to competency-based t�aching.
Bring your brown bag. Coffee and rolls will be provided. FAD will
reconvene in the fall.

GSU Grants
PARK FOREST SOUTH, 111.-Qf proposals submitted by women,
73 per cent received mini-grants in the four years since the awards
were established at Governors State University.
Of proposals submitted by minorities, 63 per cent received mini
grants awards.
Of proposals submitted by nonminorities, 47 per cent received
awards.
There were 13 mini-grants related to minority and women's con
cerns since 1972.
The research and innovation wing of Governors State University
awards mini-grants for support of innovative work in instructional
development or community service.
Seventeen mini-grants totaling $6,000 have gone to 19 persons
currently, as previously announced. There were 37 applications for
$17,284.
Porposals are evaluated by the criteria of an innovative solution
to a distinct and significant problem of instruction, evaluation, or
community service related to the GSU mission ; a sound evaluation
design, and a mechanism for reporting results.
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Peoples Bicente nnial
Com m ission: Corru ption
Crim inality And The
Corporation
Dear Friend :
We are communicating with you because your
husband is one of the top business leaders in the coun
try. For that reason, we think you should listen
carefully to what we have to say.
No doubt you are aware of the recent revelations of
widespread corruption and criminality in the cor
porate boardrooms. It started with the Watergate In
vestigations when 17 major American corporations
were forced to admit illegal campaign contributions
and payoffs. But that was merely the tip of the iceberg.
During th past three years, corporate scandals have
reached epic proportions. ITI was discovered to have
worked for the overthrow of the democratically elected
government
in
Chile. Scores of American
multinational corporations have been implicated by
the Justice Department, the SEC and the Treasury
Department in scandals involving hundreds of mill ions
of dollars in bribes, kickbacks and payoffs in this coun
try and abroad. Lockheed has already admitted paying
out $202 million ; Northrop, $30 million ; Exxon, $27
million ; Tenneco, $12 million. Investigators maintain
that before the scandals subside, hundreds of
American corporations will be exposed for similar
practices.
This unprecedented crime epidemic has led one SEC
official to remark, "We now see corporate misdeeds
being carried on in business to an extent that is
sickening."
We think these corporate scandals put a special
responsibility on your family to ask some probing
questions of your husband because its no longer
possible to argue that the rampant corporate
criminality represents merely isolated incidents or the
aberrational behavior of a few perverted individuals.
In fact, a recent survey by the prestigious Conference
Board found that hatr the executives surveyed said
they would not hesitate to make the same kind of payof
fs if they felt it would help their company make a sale.
Have you ever asked your husband which half of the
survey he falls in? Have you ever asked him if he or his
colleagues or his firm have been involved in criminal
activity? Would your husband inform the authorities if
he was aware of illegal conduct among his friends and
associates? Would you inform the authorities if you un
covered such information?
For too long our Nation has applied a double stan
dard of Justice on questions of corporate crime vs.
street crime. The American people should no longer
allow business leaders to hide under the veil of the cor
poration when it comes to the proper administration of
Justice.
We are deeply concerned over the criminal rampage
that major corporate leaders have embarked on. The
new ethic of business immorality is poisoning the
social fabric of our country and it must be stopped
before it pervades every aspect of our life and turns us
into a Nation of cutthroats and thieves.
The Government is doing little or nothing to
prosecute criminality in the corporate boardrooms.
The politicians are virtually silent about the matter.
The courts show little inclination to do more than slap a
few wrists at best, or, at worst, turn away from the

problem altogether.
This leaves the responsibility up to you. Why?
Because moral conduct starts with the family unit. You
and your family should be taking the necessary steps
now to make sure your own house is in order,

spiritually and morally.
Isn't it time to start discussing the issues we've
raised in this communication openly with your
husband and family? What better time to begin then
when you husband comes home this evening for din
ner?

In the Spirit of '76
Peoples Bicentennial Commission

Abi Ajimobi
Robert Blue

��:;����

Regular Staff
Sharon Wallace
Tom Ma ndel
Martha Hamilton

Asii Sayeed
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Childhood Education Program Associate or Full Professor Doc
torate, Strong academic
background in two or more of the
following : Curriculum, In
struction, Teacher Education,
Elementary Education, In
structional Design. Deadline
6-1G-76 - Tallahassee ,

Co -op Alone
6
TUBA
IN
E U P HO N I U M
Master's
STRUCTOR :
APPLI E D

degree in tuba per
formance required. Ap
plicant must be an ac
complished performer on
tuba and experienced
teacher in the low brass
area . Also applicant must
demonstrate a maturity
with brass ensemble
literature. Salary open
application deadline :
July 1, 1976 - Cedar
,

Falls, Iowa.

COUNSELOR : To do

in
dividual and group coun
seling anCI vocational
w i th
reha b i l i ta tion
emotionaUy disturbed
and physicaHy han
dicapped adults. Master's
degree req uired in
rehabilitation counseling,
social work counseling or
psychology, prefer some
experience. S a la ry :
based upon experience
and education, available:
June 7, 1976 - Downers
Grove, Ill.
,

ASSOCIATE

or

FULL

PROFESSOR : S�
graduate student resear
ch, advise graduate
student, teach graduate
undergraduate
and
classes , design and
develop programs in
Childhood Education.
E a r n ed
Doctorate
salary :
requ i re d ,
negotiable, application
deadline: June 10, 1976 Tallaha ssee, Florida.
CO-ORDINATOR, TEAC
HER EDUCATION CEN

Candidate wiiJ co
a field-based
teacher education center
located in Farmington,
New Mexico. Ph.D. or
Ed. D. awarded before
September, 1976, ex
perience in elementary
and/or secondary schools
required. Salary: $10,000..
$12,500 range, effective:
August 23, 1976 ap
plication deadline: .June
2, 1976 - Farmington,
New Mexico.
SCHOOL PSYaiOLOGI
Responsible for
ST :
evaluation, diagnosis and
placement of students
need
who
psychological/special se
rvices. Work with one
other school psychologist.
Master's degree in school
psychology. Valid Dlinois
Sebool Psychologist En
dcnement Internship or
experience in elementary
school setting. Salary:
u po n
d e p e n ds
qualifications a nd ex
-perience related to the
Application
position.
deadline: June 1, 1976 Dolton, Illinois.
TER :

ordinate

WGH

SCHOOL

MATH

aDd

COM

TEACHER

PUTER MATHEMATICS
TEAmER : 'IWo vacan

cies open in Woodstock,
Illinois
.

SECURITY

GUARDS

Must
be 21 years of age or older
to work part or full-time
in local Chicago suburbs.
Car necessa ry , blue -.card
not
but
h e l p fu l ,
necessary. Available :
S a l a ry :
now
$2. 60/hour-$3.00/hour
after August 1, 1976.

AND MATRONS:
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TYPIST: With or without
shorthand, <llicago em
p�ent agency I�
for typists for local fman
a nd
i nsurance
ce,
business offices.
CRIMINAL

JUSTICE :

LL.B. or J.D. degree ,
preference to applicants
with 3-5 year's experience
with a criminal justice or
similar agency, to teach
courses in law or other
Criminal Justice courses
with law empbasis. Ap
Dea d l ine :
plication
5/31n6 - Sacramento,
California .
MANAG E R I AL

AND

Must
be manied, will tram, no
experience necessary.
now Salary : Open Tinley Part, m.

SALES PERSON:

H E ALTH

AND

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
INSTRUCTOR : Must be
certified to teach Health
plus Physical Education
in grades K-9, po&Sible �
12. B.S: needed, major in
P.E., Minor Health or
vice versa - Colfax,
Dlinois.
OUTSIDE SALES PER
Available im
SON :
mediately, salary open,
background in audio
Chicago,
visual .
Illinois.
IN
I NSTR UCTOR
SCIEN
BIOLOGICAL

Teaching General
Zoology , general biology,
lecture and laboratory,
supervise independent
!Study projects in aquatic
biology. Master's degree
in field of Zoology with
emphasis in aquatic
biology, fisheries, and
limnology . Successful
teaching experience at
level
col lege
the
teac hing
preferred ,
assistantship experience
in zoological science ac
Effec t ive
cepta ble.
August 16, 1976. Salary
Range: Dependent upon
degree and experience.
Application Deadline :
July 1, 1976 - Joliet,

CES:

Dlinois.

���

PROFESSIONAL COOR

Must have
two years of youth work
experience + B.A. or 4
years of youth work ex
perience. One position for
Drug Emergency Ser
vices, half time, ap
plicant should have work
experience in hospitals
and crisis counseling with
pofy-drug users . One
pasition ·for Outdoors Ac
tivities Program, fuD
time. Applicant should
have group work ex
perience and outdoor
stills such as rock clim
bing, wilderness cam
ping, etc. - Part Forest,
Illinois.
DINATORS:

ADMINISTRATIVE ASS

Office and per
management,
sonnel
pur
writing,
grant
chasing.
Typing
required; shorthand and
bookkeeping helpful. Park Forest, lliinois
ISTANT:

.

G Y M N AS T I C S

AND

TEACH E R :

DANCE

Vacancy open in high
school in Woodstock, m.
READING

SPECIALIS

Jr. High Level,
available September,
1976. Salary depends upon
ex
and
education
perience.
Master's
degree preferred, ex
perience not necessa ry .
- Oak Lawn, Dlinois.
T:

UNIT

ART
I N
STRUCTOR : Grades K-

12, extra duty po&Sible,
available August 25, 1976.
Salary: $9,000 - Colfax,
lliinois.
0

C

N
U
S E L O R / O U T R E ACH
WORKER: counseling of
teens, outreach work, and
of teen
supervision
gorups. Flexible hours
including evenings. Need
basic counseling skills:
interviewing, listening
and reflecting, some ex
perience with teens
Salary :
necessa ry .
$3.00/hour for 10 hours
per week . - Park Forest
South, ru.
,

Counselor To do individual and

group counseling and vocational
rehab with emotionally disturbed
and physically handicapped
adults. Master's degree required
in rehabilitation co�ling,
.
soc1al work, counsebng or
psychology. Available: June 7,
1976 Downers Grove, D1inois
Music <assist. Prof. ) . Master's
degree in tuba performance
required. Applicant must be an
accomplished performer on tuba
and exp. teacher in the low brass
area. Appl. Deadline 7-1-76 Cedar Falls, Iowa

Counselor 3 Vacancies education,
vocational and personal coun
seling, salary commesurate with
education and experience. 12
month contract. Application
Deadline: 7-1-76
Instructor, Radio-TV Repair
Primary responsibility will be to
teach and conduct laboratory ex
periences in the Radio-TV-8ound
Repair area ; develop curricula.
Master's Degree in subject mat
ter directly related to pasition an
dor equal tech education andor
related work exp. in occupational
educational area concerned.
Salary : Beginning at $11,110 Ap
plication Deadline: 6-20-76 Warren, Michigan

Music Teacber K� Special K-14
Teaching and Supervising Music
Type 10; or Special' K-12
Teaching Music, Type 10. Suc
cessful music teaching exp.
preferred but not required. Alsip,
Illinois
Instructor of Nursing Avail. in
August 1976 B.S.N. degree and
two years exper. Expertise in the
basic therapeutic comminication
skills Application Deadline; June
18,1976 - Robinson, Dlinois
High School Biology Teacher degree with a major in biology,
Illinois teaching certificate (in
progress is acceptable) or
equivalent Part-Time - Chicago

Assistant for TEMPO office staf
fing, interviewing, field work 12 hours per week. Salary $2850
per year. Chicago Heights, lli.
·

CounselorOutreach Worker <PT.
Time) Position is under the direct
super. of the Village Youth
Worker Two years of coiJege
training and at least 6 months
related experience in human ser
vices field. $3.00 per hour , 10 hrs.
per week - Park Forest South, m.

Unit Art Instructor K-12 $9000
base salary - begin 8·2&-76 Colfax, II.

Reading Specialist Fall '76 Jr.
High Level Master's pref. salary
based on education 1r exper. - Oak
Lawn, Dlinois

Gymnastics and Dance Teacher
High School Level - Woodstock
. •

m

Coordina tor of Hearing Impaired
Programs Master's Degree
(preferred) a yr. exper. as a
teacher or supervisor, demon
stra� capabilities in leadership,
publiC a !M' community relations,
academ1c competence, good
hwnan relations skills. Salary:
Negotiable - Joliet, Dl. .

Youth Serv ice Work 2
Coord ina tor
Professiona l
Positions must have 2 yrs of
youth work experience and BA or
4 years of youth work exper. Park Forest, Ill.
Instructor in Biological Sciences
Junior College Level - Master's
degree in Zoology with empbasis
in aquatic biology, fiSheries and
limology Application Deadline:
July 1, 1976 - Joliet, lliinois

Outside Sales Person avail. im
med. Salary - open. Background
in audio-visual - Chicago, Dlinois

R E P O R T E R 

Two
openinp for reporter
trainees, for which June
graduates are being con
sidered . B .A.'s with
majors in Engliab or
Social Sciences, with
some Joumalism counes
are preferred . Must own
car and be able to type 35
wpm . Apply Tuesday.
June 1 or Friday, June 4,
1976 - Joliet, Dlinois
TRAINEES:

�ealth lr Phys Ed Teacher B. s.
PE., Minor Health Interview
Dates - June 14-18 - Colfax, m.
ID

ON-sALE in G.S.U. BOOK STORE

Managerial and Sales Person
Must be married, will train , no
exp. necessary. Available · now
open . - Tinley Part
Salary
lliinois

"Time For Melodies from
The DRUM"

•

.

COO R D I N A TOR

'

OF

IMPAIRED
HEARING
PROGRAMS: SUpervise

existing classes for the
hearing impaired and to

further develop programs
and services for hearing
handicapped children.
State of Illinois Teac:hinl
Certificate in the Hearing
Impaired, State approval
supervisor
a
as
preferred , master's
degree preferred; 3 years
experience as a teacher
or supervisor, demon
strated capabilities in
leadership, public and
community relations,
academic competence
good human relations
skills. Available: August,
1976. Salary : Negotiable
- Joliet, Illinois.

Typist with Sborthand Chicago
employment agency looking for
typists with or without shorthand
for local finance insurance and
business office.

An Educational Experience For
Teachers To Share With
Their Students.
· With imagination · Enjoy An
Active Experience with Musical Drum
Take Part in The Sounds Made
by Floyd Darden . . . . . .
Express Yourself
impromtu
Join The Beat Drummin .
Drum-Dee

•

Security Guards and Matrons
Must be 21 years of age or older to
work part or full-time in local
Chicago suburbs. Car necessary ,
blue card helpful, but not
neces$ary. Salary : $2.�... af.
ter 8+76
Insurance Salesmen Must be
licensed by the State of lliinois
salary ; no draw, straight com
mission available now - Blue
Island, I1J
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